
Put your own

Setting yourself up
to be a great teacher!
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On first



Place your screenshot here
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I’m going
to be the 

best Teacher 
ever!



Have you 
been in a 
classroom 
where the 
teacher has 
“lost  it?”



Let’s talk…
×  What were students thinking  

at that moment?
× What might the teacher be 

thinking?

× Every teacher wants to do 
well.
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What makes some teachers 
Successful 

and happy while 
others are not?
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Research on why 
teachers leave the profession:
    1. Building leadership (principal*)
    2. Work load
    3. Lack of autonomy 
    4. Lack social-emotional skills… 

               self awareness
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People who are more self-aware are…

Happier, less 
likely to feel 
stressed  or 
depressed.

More 
successful 
in school 
and work.

And more 
successful in 
relationships.
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Why wait!  Become more self-aware now.
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What is this 
self awareness?



self awareness is knowing: 

Who you 
are

How others

see you

How you fit 
into the world 

around you
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Aspirations
…what you 

want to 
experience, 

achieve

Passions… 
what gives you 

energy

Values… what 
is important 

to you
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Who you are



What are your values?
What’s important to you?

Who you are . . .



Your 
Passions
What excites you? 
Gives you energy?  
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Talking with people

Working with animals

Making things
The outdoors
Reading
Music
Science
Art

We all have 
things that 

excite us, find 
yours!

Who you are . . .



Aspirations
What you want to
Experience, achieve
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Who you are ...



What’s your
Mission 
Statement

“I want to make 
a dent in the 

universe.”
Steve Jobs
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self awareness is knowing: 

Who you 
are

How others

see you

How you fit 
into the world 

around you
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How others see usYou’re a 
little 

bossy
I feel left 

out of the 
plan.

It’s a challenge 
to step outside 

our head and see 
how others 

see us

If you would 
do your job 
I wouldn’t 

need to tell 
you what to 

do!

It’s not 
always about 

you Emily.



Common ways people get it wrong
If you do this… You may see it as… Others may see it as…

Show little attention to grooming or what you 
wear Natural, not superficial Socially unaware, 

careless

Always interject humor, be the first to make a joke Entertaining, funny Immature, tiring 

Share more about yourself than others Open, honest Inappropriate, high 
maintenance

Give your knowledge to someone else Smart, interesting Boring, self-absorbed

Ask a lot of questions about that is happening Interested in others Nosey, likes to gossip

Points out how others are at fault Honest, straight 
forward Needy, plays the victim
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self awareness is knowing: 

Who you 
are

How others

see you

How you fit 
into the world 

around you
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Where do I fit into the world around you?
This is me!
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And how do I figure this out?



× Practice perspective taking
× Ask “what,” not “why”

× Bring emotions down before making
decisions or reacting 
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Tips for getting it right
Ability to imagine what others are thinking and feeling

“Why”-leads to rumination, no insight or solutions
“What”- less judgement, helps us understand ourselves

Pause, take a step back, get in control first



It’s not selfish to
put yourself first

Self awareness– the ability to see 
ourselves accurately– is a 
21st century job skill, AND it’s 
important for your happiness, and 
your emotional and social well being. 
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“take care of yourself,
you never know when the 

world may need you.”
Hillel the Elder



You’ve 
Any questions?
You can find me at   stretchedcounselor.com

or vandoornbarb@gmail.com
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Got this!
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